 Quality Area 2; and
 Quality Area 7
3.

After the initial assessment, the service was rated as:
 Quality Area 1: Meeting
 Quality Area 2: Working Towards


Standard 2.1: Working Towards




Element 2.1.1: Not met

Standard 2.2: Working Towards


Element 2.2.1: Not met

 Quality Area 3: Meeting
 Quality Area 4: Meeting
 Quality Area 5: Meeting
 Quality Area 6: Meeting
 Quality Area 7: Working Towards


Standard 7.1: Working Towards




Standard 7.2: Working Towards


4.

Element 7.1.2: Not met

Element 7.2.3 – Development of professionals

The regulatory authority confirmed all ratings at first tier review, with the first
tier review panel additionally finding exceeding themes 2 and 3 present for
standard 1.1.

Evidence before the panel
5.

The Panel considered all the evidence submitted by the provider and the
regulatory authority. This included:
 the application for second tier review and its attachments
 the Assessment and Rating Instruments and the final Assessment and Rating
Report
 the service’s feedback to the draft report
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 the application for first tier review and its attachments
 the regulatory authority’s findings at first tier review
 the regulatory authority’s submission to second tier review
 the provider’s response to the regulatory authority’s submissions.
6.

The Panel was also provided with advice from ACECQA on the Quality Areas
under review.

The Law
7.

Section 151 states ‘Following a review, the Ratings Review Panel may:
 (a) confirm the rating levels determined by the Regulatory Authority; or

 (b) amend the rating levels.
The Facts
8.
places. The service is based in
9.

is a long day care service with 59 approved
, NSW.

The assessment and rating visit took place on
authorised officer.

10. The draft report was sent to the provider on
to the draft report was received by the regulatory authority on
The final report was sent to the provider on
.

by one
and feedback
.

11. The regulatory authority made a decision about first tier review on 1
. The regulatory authority sent the first tier review decision to the provider
on
. The provider applied for second tier review on
.

Submitted grounds of review
12. At second tier review, the provider submitted that:
 As per our phone conversation on Friday, I have included the dates of our
first tier review process below.


- First Tier Review submitted



November 2018 - During this time the
department sought clarification from us in relation to what quality areas
we were requesting to be reviewed.



- We received our first tier review results.
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January we calculated 62 calendar days
between submission and receiving a final result

13. When using the date
as the date the review was requested,
the review can be seen to have taken 72 days; and
14. When using the date
as the date the review was requested,
the review can be seen to have taken 74 days.
Panel considerations
15. The panel agreed with previous considerations made by previous Quality
Rating Review Panels with respect to first tier review timeframes, as follows:
 The panel questioned whether it would have to make a determination about
the validity of the provider’s application if the provider had only selected the
first ground under section 144(3). In noting the limited effect of the first tier
review panel’s decision to extend the review timeframe (without notification)
on the actual ratings of the service, the panel acknowledged that the second
ground under section 144(2) enabled the panel to engage in the review of the
service’s ratings with reference to evidence and submissions regarding
‘existing facts’.
 The panel however considered that the regulatory authority’s failure to notify
the provider about extending the timeframe was not consistent with the
National Law.

General submissions at first tier review
16. In addition to specific evidence submitted at first tier review (which was also
submitted as feedback on the draft report and second tier review), the provider
generically submitted that:
 We disagree with the rating based on the evidence described in the final
report.
 We have additional background information about the evidence described in
the final report.
 We believe the authorised officer did not take into account all of the relevant
evidence available at the time.
 We believe that service was not given adequate opportunity to demonstrate
how we meet the elements, standards and exceeding themes.

General submissions at second tier review
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17. The provider is relying on submissions and evidence previously submitted as
part of feedback on the draft report and first tier review. Additionally, the
provider submitted some general comments about the reasons for their
second tier review application:
 We are applying for a review of the decision by the Regulatory Authority on
the grounds that the regulatory authority did not appropriately apply the
prescribed process for determining a rating level.
 The authorised officer failed to take into account the services compliance and
rating assessment history.
 The service has worked within the National Law and Children's Services
Regulations for the entire time of operations. We have taken on board
feedback from Authorised Officers and made immediate changes needed at
their request. The Authorised Officer on the first day of A & R told us not to
expect Exceeding this time. While collecting evidence the authorised officer
was dismissive of Approved Provider and Nominated Supervisors answers to
questions and would often not accept the answer given. The Authorised
Officer interrupted the Approved Provider and Nominated Supervisor while
we were trying to explain the services policies and procedures and how they
work within our service. This affected our ability to appropriately explain our
policies in relation to Quality Areas 2 & 7 and how they work within our
unique service environment.
 The Authorised Officer refused to look at evidence we wanted to provide to
indicate exceeding themes.
 The Authorised Officer did not take into account any of the areas that had
developed since our last Ratings and Assessment visit, such as professional
development, sustainability and curriculum development.
 The Authorised Officer was not transparent in the information she was
collecting. When we raised our concerns with her that we were not being
heard and that she was not understanding the way in which we run our
service. We asked to look at the evidence she has collected and she was
dismissive. We were being talked over and interrupted and the Approved
Provider asked if we could record the conversations the Authorised Officer
and said she did not feel comfortable with that.
 The Authorised Officer also gave us conflicting information about regulations
relating to children's Medical Management Plans. On a compliance visit she
had asked us to change the lay out which we did immediately and then
during the visit she said they were too long and generic and suggested we
use Goodstart Early Learning templates. This was a perfect example of the
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whole Assessment and Ratings visit, finding fault in our procedures even
when they were clearly meeting the regulation
18. As part of collecting assessment and rating documents from the regulatory
authority for the Quality Rating Review Panel’s consideration, ACECQA gives
providers the opportunity to comment on any of the material received from the
regulatory authority – the ‘right of reply’ process.
19. The provider initially sent the following as their response on all the material
ACECQA received from the regulatory authority:
 Thank you for taking the time to review our second-tier application. Our
assessment and rating report is not a truthful account of our service and our
practices. The reason for this is, the assessor did not allow the Nominated
Supervisor or educators to show, describe and explain their practice. This
created a situation where valid evidence was not seen and used for our final
Assessment and Rating report. After much consideration, we have not
provided any additional comments as we feel we have addressed the
Authorised Officers’ comments and provided sufficient evidence in our initial
feedback and first tier review
20. ACECQA understands that the provider subsequently revisited some of the
regulatory authority material received through ACECQA’s ‘right of reply’
process and decided to comment on parts of the regulatory authority material,
with the provider submitting:
 We would like to address the points made by the AO in the document “AR
AO additional response to Feedback” given to us by ACEQA.
 We believe we have come to a stage in this process where we are have
given a lot of evidence to support our services ability to work within the
guidelines of the National Quality Framework. We appreciate meaningful
feedback that is given in the spirit of providing best care for our children. The
feedback from the Authorised Supervisor often is given in isolation and does
not provide context.
 Within the evidence we have already provided it should be noted that every
staff member including senior management and educators felt high levels of
stress and needed a great deal of support after the visit. It is noted by the
service provider that under these levels of stress staff continued to operate to
the best of their abilities but often felt unable to answer the AO’s questions.
The service provider experienced herself
inability to build
rapport and therefore get a true reflection of the service.
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21. Specifically, the provider has made comments on two of the regulatory
authority’s internal documents – the feedback sent by the first tier review panel
to the authorised officer and the non-compliance history report

Standard 2.1 – Element 2.1.1
22. Standard 2.1 (Health) is that:
Each child’s health and physical activity is supported and promoted
23. Element 2.1.1 (Wellbeing and comfort) is that:
Each child’s wellbeing and comfort is provided for, including appropriate
opportunities to meet each child’s need for sleep, rest and relaxation.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
24. In relation to standard 2.1, the final report commented that:
 The service sought out advice on their menus. Toddler's individual needs are
catered for with them having the ability to continue playing if they do not
require a sleep, however, older children have a designated rest period. The
health and safety of sleeping babies is not monitored according to the service
policy. The service facilitates children's physical development throughout the
day.
First Tier Review
25. In relation to element 2.1.1, the first tier review highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
 The officer noted in the final assessment and rating decision, evidence that
demonstrates the service is not ‘meeting’ element 2.1.1 for the following
reasons;


EV-891026- Checking Sleeping Children was last signed at 12.20 pm
it is now 12.46pm
and children are asleep in the cot



EV890709- The educator looks through the blinds at 11.24am. The
room has a window with blinds covering it and no educator has
entered since the educator walked out at 11.05am. The window inside
the cot room has closed blinds. Officer looks through the blinds and
the room is too dark to see children's skin tone or breathing. At
11.35am a child is crying an educator goes to the cot room as soon as
they hear them. A different educator gets up from the table walks to
the sleep chart on the bench and signs off the 11.40am and 11.50am
check without looking through the window or going in the room for 20
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minutes. Officer was in the nursery between 11am and 12noon on
Thursday the
.
26. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
 The approved provider claims that element 2.1.1 should be ‘Met, and offers
the following statements to support this claim;


“Evidence that babies who are asleep are checked at regular
intervals.” EV-2.1 and 2.3 – Sleeping Baby Checklist was not signed at
10 minute intervals between the noted times as there was an educator
present in the sleep room. The babies were monitored, and the sleep
times recorded.



We believe the service should be exceeding because as per
ACECQA, “A quiet place should be designated for rest and sleep,
away from interactive groups.”The toddler room has an adjacent sleep
room. The sleep room is easy to monitor and creates a quiet space to
sleep. On the day of assessment the temperature at 9am was
approximately 11 degrees. The officer noted she was cold and needed
to get her jacket from the car. The sleep room on that day was
pleasant and conducive to sleep. The top temperature was 13 degrees
for the day. Windows in both sleep rooms are opened on a regular
basis as well as the doors. During the warmer months there is an
evaporative cooling system. Staff regularly are in and out of the sleep
room.

27. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
 The panel considered claims by the approved provider that element 2.1.1
should be ‘Met’. The panel notes that feedback and additional documents
submitted by the approved provider did not demonstrate that children’s
individual comfort and wellbeing requirements, while varied were not evident
in educator practices.
 The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
2.1.1 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
28. The provider submitted made comments in responses to individual pieces of
evidence as listed on the evidence summary.
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29. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that:
 The educator looks through the blinds at 11.24am. The room has a window
with blinds covering it and no educator has entered since the educator
walked out at 11.05am. The window inside the cot room has closed blinds.
Officer looks through the blinds and the room is too dark to see children's
skin tone or breathing. At 11.35am a child is crying an educator goes to the
cot room as soon as they hear them. A different educator gets up from the
table and walks to the sleep chart on the bench and signs off the 11.40am
and 11.50am check without looking through the window or going in the room
for 20minutes.Officer was in the nursery between 11am and 12noon on
Thursday the
.
The provider submitted that:
 The Officer has suggested that babies in our service are not being monitored
 On Thursday
there were 2 babies asleep at 11am. Baby 1 had
gone down at 10:55am and Baby 2 at 10:45am. The educator left the sleep
room at 11:05am as noted by the officer. The officer noted that an educator
checks the babies at 11:24 (19 mins). A baby is heard crying at 11:35am, an
educator goes back into the sleep room and resettles the baby and stays in
the sleep room until baby is asleep. Baby is back to sleep 11:55am.
 A different educator fills out the sleep chart form as the educator stayed in
the sleep room until the baby was settled. Monitoring took place while the
educator resettled the baby. The service should be exceeding in this area
because babies are checked before they are put to bed ensuring that they
are dry, fed, and comfortable. They are observed for any sign of illness.
 As evidence shows babies are put to bed when their individual sleep cues
dictate that they are tired. Babies are checked in many ways to ensure safe
sleeping. We use Red Nose protocols.
 Posters displayed change room and sleep room. (Displayed at time of
assessment) Safe clothing. safe sleeping environments
 Attention is paid to recording children’s sleep times using digital methods that
can be easily shared with parents on a regular basis
30. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that ‘Checking Sleeping
Children was last signed at 12.20 pm it is now 12.46pm
and
children are asleep in the cot room’, the provider submitted that:
 The Sleeping Baby Checklist was not signed at 10 minute intervals between
the noted times as there was an educator present in the sleep room.
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 The babies were monitored, and the sleep times are as follows


Baby 1. 11.05am-11:30am



Baby 2. 10:40am-11am



Baby 3. 12:15-1:20



Baby 4. 11:15am-2pm



Baby 5. 10:55-11:30



Baby 6. 8:15-8:50



Baby 3 and Baby 5 were in the sleep room between these times. The
educator was in the sleep room settling Baby 3

31. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘evidence
that babies who are asleep are checked at regular intervals’, the provider
submitted an attachment for the panel’s consideration
32. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘the
approved provider showed the officer around the service on the second day,
pointing out how children were monitored at sleep time.The information being
shared did not reflect observed practices’, the provider submitted:
 This conversation was around the monitoring of sleeping babies on the
previous day. Please see explanation and linked evidence above.
33. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘Educator
explains they don't walk into the cot room to check babies as opening the door
will wake them’, the provider submitted that:
 The officer hasn’t taken into account the different ways in which babies are
monitored at our service. Our service not only demonstrates that we are
meeting the indicators in 2.1.1, we demonstrate the exceeding themes, as
outlined above, in several ways. Babies are checked before they are put to
bed ensuring that they are dry, fed, and comfortable.
 Educators understanding and response to children’s sleep cues result in
children’s’ individual needs being respected. This is evidenced by the
recorded sleep times. Babies are being settled constantly throughout the day.
Most babies have two sleeps throughout the day, therefore there is much
time walking in and out of the sleep room settling, checking and picking up
waking babies.
 Parental input assists Educators to determine that routines reflect parents
input.
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 Babies are checked in many ways to ensure safe sleeping.
 We follow and adhere to Red Nose protocols.
 Posters displayed in the room. (displayed at time of assessment) Please see
photos of posters taken to show what information is displayed.
 Attention is paid to recording children’s sleep times (in all rooms) using digital
methods (EarlyWorks) that can be easily shared with parents on a regular
basis.
 Reflection on practice is constant especially in the Nursery as babies needs
are changing constantly especially with regard to sleep.
34. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘The
approved provider said "SIDS is unfortunate but we don't put sick children in
the cot room and we can't be disturbing children to over monitor them"’ the
provider submitted that:
 The quote given appears to suggest that the Approved Provider is flippant
and dismissive of her responsibilities to ensure that babies are monitored.
The evidence provided has been taken out of context.
 The officer’s reference to checking babies every 10 minutes highlights our
service’s commitment to not only meeting but exceeding the standards and
legislative requirements. The practice of checking babies has no definitive
time frame in the Red Nose documents OR the outlined Safe Sleep and Rest
practices (ACECQA). We believe we are exceeding in this area as we have
created and implemented procedures additional to those outlined in these
best practice and legislative documents. On the days of assessment and
rating, the officer reported there was one occasion where this was not done.
Our data proves the babies were very adequately monitored.
 The Approved Provider, Management Team and all Educators are aware of
the responsibilities and that “babies are protected from harm and injury”
 Posters are displayed in both change room and sleep room and were in place
on days of assessment.
 There is a deep understanding by all Educators of the importance and
responsibilities that go with caring for infants and young children.
35. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that:
 Children are kicking their legs and giggling the educator asks the children to
stay still and lay quietly but they keep giggling
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 Children are all resting on the floor listening to a recorded story. An educator
gets some cards out, eight children come over in a hurry to play. The next
educator is given a game and the rest of the children move to join in; and
 Children are rolling around on pillows in the corner during rest time. Others
are talking and an educator is encouraging them to lay still and quiet.
The provider submitted that:
 To clarify, the recorded story was a mindfulness children’s meditation. This
occurs daily in the preschool room, providing an opportunity for children to
foster techniques and skills that support their physical, mental and spiritual
wellbeing. Such practice encourages the development of self regulation and
awareness of their physical and emotional needs.
 The three pieces of evidence referred to (EV886891, EV886887 &
EV886979) occurred simultaneously of the day of the Officer’s visit.
 As the children seemed a little unsettled, the preschool teacher stopped the
meditation and invited them to play a quiet game together. The other
educator offered a similar opportunity to engage in a quiet play experience.
 As explained to the officer on the day, the preschool children are offered a
time during the day where they can rest and relax their bodies and minds.
Some days the children are more focused (EV – 2.9), other days they have a
short meditation and quiet games. As the children seemed a little unsettled,
the educator decided to finish quiet mind time and engage the children in a
quiet activity so they were still able to rejuvenate in a quiet and positive way.
In this way, the educator is responsive to the needs of the children,
demonstrating flexibility and best practice.
 As per ACECQA, “A quiet place should be designated for rest and sleep,
away from interactive groups. If designated for rest, the space should allow
for a calm play experience”.
 On reflection, the age group concerned were very aware of the Officer in the
room and the impact of educators working under inspection.
 The Officer’s evidence shows that we have met this criteria because
alternative opportunities for quiet play experiences were provided
(EV886887). We believe we are exceeding in element 2.1.1 as children’s
changing physical activity requirements are consistently recognised and
responded to by educators in this way, demonstrating an embedded
practice..
36. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that:
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 All nine children are in a cot room attached to their indoor environment, with
two educators. Three are on beds and six are in cots. The blinds are closed
on the external and supervision windows. The window and door is closed,
impacting the ability for air to flow’.
The provider submitted that:
 We believe the service should be exceeding because as per ACECQA, “A
quiet place should be designated for rest and sleep, away from interactive
groups.”
 The toddler room has an adjacent sleep room. The sleep room is easy to
monitor and creates a quiet space to sleep.
 On the day of assessment the temperature at 9am was approximately 11
degrees. The officer noted she was cold and needed to get her jacket from
the car. The sleep room on that day was pleasant and conducive to sleep.
The top temperature was 13 degrees for the day. Windows in both sleep
rooms are opened on a regular basis as well as the doors. During the warmer
months there is an evaporative cooling system
 Staff regularly are in and out of the sleep room, monitoring the children’s
safety and comfort
37. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that, It is
12.40pm and all children are laying on a bed with sleep music playing. The
educator explains that not all children need a sleep but they all rest on mats,
the provider submitted that:
 We believe this should be exceeding (Themes 1,2 and 3)
 Practice is embedded because educators and management have had much
discussion in the past about the necessity of sleep for young children. In the
parent handbook Healthy Sleep Habits, Happy Child. Mark Weissbluth, MD.
Has been quoted “Sleep is the power that keeps your mind alert and calm.
Every night and at every nap, sleep recharges the brain’s batteries. Sleeping
well increases brain power just like weightlifting builds stronger muscles,
because sleeping well increases your attention span and allows you to be
physically relaxed and mentally alert at the same time. Then you are at your
personal best.
 All children are given the opportunity for rest and relaxation as per ACECQA
guidelines.
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 The children in the junior preschool room are given a bed to rest on as the
majority of the children will sleep. The children that do not require a sleep are
still given the opportunity to rest and rejuvenate their bodies and minds.
 Educators work closely with parents regarding sleep.
38. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that:
 Nursery One empty baby bottle in the fridge, has no name. Educator confirms
there are no names on the bottle.
 A bottle of milk is in the fridge with no name. Educator explains that she
writes the child's name on the bottle if there is no name. Another educator
confirms there is no name on the bottle.
The provider submitted:
 The Officer asked the educator who the bottles belonged to. The educator
immediately responded to the Officer, telling her the names of the children
who owned the bottles. It was the beginning of the day. The officer did not
note that every other bottle was labelled as were all of the water drink bottles
for the day. If a bottle is not labelled, an educator writes the child’s name
clearly on the bottle with permanent marker. The educator hadn’t noticed
because the parent had put it into the fridge and she was feeding a child at
the time. As soon as the Educator had finished the task above, she clearly
labelled the bottles.
39. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that, ‘August
2018 is the expiry date for the child's EpiPen. The child had a second in date
EpiPen’, the provider submitted:
 As discussed with the Officer on the day, this EpiPn was in fact in date. As
per the manurfacturer guidelines, EpiPen’s are able to be used up until the
last day of the month that is noted on the EpiPen’s expiry. The EpiPen in
question had “Exp: August 2018”, therefore the EpiPen was in date and safe
to use until
40. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘The
medical box has eye drops without a chemist label’, the provider submitted
that:
 The eye drops in question were Chlorsig. The bottle was clearly labelled with
the child’s full name (written in black marker down the side of the bottle). On
Monday
the child went to the chemist with symptoms of
conjunctivitis. The Pharmacist recommended Chlorsig to treat the condition.
The pharmacist sold Chlorsig over the counter, therefore it did not require a
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 After assessment and rating, the management team further reflected on this
incident and felt that it would be unsupportive of our Educators as we feel the
right decision was made by both educators.
43. The RA responded to each of the statements in the provider’s feedback with
the following statement:
 Evidence was already considered when developing your draft summaries. No
change of rating.
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
44. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that:
 The educator looks through the blinds at 11.24am. The room has a window
with blinds covering it and no educator has entered since the educator
walked out at 11.05am. The window inside the cot room has closed blinds.
Officer looks through the blinds and the room is too dark to see children's
skin tone or breathing. At 11.35am a child is crying an educator goes to the
cot room as soon as they hear them. A different educator gets up from the
table and walks to the sleep chart on the bench and signs off the 11.40am
and 11.50am check without looking through the window or going in the room
for 20minutes.Officer was in the nursery between 11am and 12noon on
Thursday the
.
The provider submitted that:
 As per the evidence provided the babies were checked every 10 mins.
 The reason for the educator singing two time slots is that she was in the
sleep room settling a baby, therefore was able to check the sleeping babies
at the same time.
 The eductaors in the room are confident that they checked the sleeping
babies at 10 minute intervals and that they use best practice to care for the
children at all times.
 It is possible that the Authorised Officer did not observe the one check that is
being questioned.
 During this period one educator was serving lunch to two babies in the
highchairs which are directly in front of the sleep room window
45. The provider submitted a series of documents of evidence in relation to
Quality Area 2, which was subsequently submitted again at second tier review.
Provider submissions at Second Tier Review
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46. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘The
approved provider said "SIDS is unfortunate but we don't put sick children in
the cot room and we can't be disturbing children to over monitor them"’ the
provider submitted that:
 The evidence provided has been taken out of context and the Nominated
Supervisor has been misquoted.
 The babies are checked every ten minutes as per our policy which reflects
current industry best practice.
47. The provider submitted their policy regarding labelling bottles.
48. The provider submitted a guidance from healthdirect
).
Panel considerations
49. The panel noted the conflicting evidence that was submitted regarding
supervision of babies sleeping, with the provider contending that there was an
educator present in the sleep room who was different to the educator that was
completing the ‘sleeping room supervision checklist’. Conversely, the panel
also considered evidence collected by the authorised officer that the room was
dark when the authorised officer checked and did not sight an educator in the
room.
50. The panel noted when attempting to reconcile such conflicting evidence by
dismissing the observations from the authorised officer, there would need to
be strong, verifiable evidence submitted by the provider.
51. Although the panel acknowledged the inherent difficulty reconciling such
conflicting evidence, the panel considered that the evidence submitted by the
provider was not sufficient in being able to definitively determine, in light of the
authorised officer’s recorded observations, that the service was providing for
the children’s’ wellbeing and comfort in a manner that is consistent with
element 2.1.1.
52. The panel noted and concurred with the provider’s claim that the EpiPen in
question was in date up to and including August 2018.
Panel decision
53. The panel by consensus confirmed the rating level for element 2.1.1 as not
met.

Standard 2.2 – Element 2.2.1
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54. Standard 2.2 (Safety) is that:
Each child is protected
55. Element 2.2.1 (Supervision) is that:
At all times, reasonable precautions and adequate supervision ensure children are
protected from harm and hazard
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating
Assessment and Rating Final Report
56. In relation to standard 2.2, the final report commented that:
 The service conducts regular fire drills although they have policies in place to
consider other types of emergences they have practised these. While
educators are in sound and sight of children, at times supervision is impacted
on as educators are emerged in other tasks. Educators demonstrate their
roles and responsibilities in regards to child protection.
First Tier Review
57. In relation to element 2.2.1, the first tier review highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
 The officer noted in the final assessment and rating decision, evidence that
demonstrates the service is not ‘meeting’ element 2.2.1 for the following
reasons;


When the officer walks outside the only educator in the top part of the
yard is sitting head down looking at an iPad. There are four children
exploring the climbing equipment with no educator within sight
watching them. After four minutes the educator looks up and then
walks to the climbing equipment.



Educator is patting two children on their beds, with a mobile phone on
the ground with her legs covering it. The map application is open, and
the screen is illuminated.



In the report analysis summary officer states, while educators are in
sound and sight of children, at times supervision is impacted on as
educators are emerged in another task.

58. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
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 Meeting –being supervised in all areas of the service, by being in sight and/or
hearing of an educator at all times, including during toileting, sleep, rest and
transition routines.
 When the observation of the outdoor space, took place, there were four other
educators outside, ensuring more than adequate supervision in all outside
areas.
 Both the Nominated Supervisor and Approved Provider spoke with educators
in all rooms regarding this incident. The educator who was present in the
Toddler sleep room explained that she had the iPad resting on her legs,
noting children’s sleep times and completing observations.
 We believe that no personal phones were in the rooms at the time.
59. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
 The panel considered claims by the approved provider that element 2.2.1
should be ‘Met’. The panel notes that feedback and additional documents
submitted by the approved provider did not demonstrate that adequate
supervision practices were implemented to ensure children are protected
from harm and hazard at all times.
 The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
2.2.1 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
60. The provider submitted comments in responses to individual pieces of
evidence relating to standard 2.2 as listed on the evidence summary.
61. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘During a
compliance visit in
breaches relating to Regulation 97 were
identified. The service has now amended its emergency evacuation plans and
procedures to ensure they are compliant with the Regulation.', the provider
submitted that:
 This breach was rectified by an outsourced company (as noted in
EV887008). The missing evacuation plans were an oversight by the
outsourced company.
 This oversight was rectified within an hour of it being brought to the
Nominated Supervisor’s attention by the Officer. The Officer offered a minor
adjustment on the day.
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62. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘When the officer
walks outside the only educator in the top part of the yard is sitting head down
looking at an iPad. There are four children exploring the climbing equipment
with no educator within sight watching them. After four minutes the educator
looks up and then walks to the climbing equipment.’, the provider submitted
that:
 When this observation took place, there were four other educators outside,
ensuring more than adequate supervision in all outside areas.
63. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘Educator is patting
two children on their beds, with a mobile phone on the ground with her legs
covering it. The map application is open and the screen is illuminated’, the
provider submitted that:
 On the day that this evidence was taken, the Officer notified the Nominated
Supervisor, claiming that she looked through the blinds of the Toddler sleep
room and saw an educator using their phone. In the Evidence Summary, the
Officer noted that this occurred in the Junior Preschool Room.
 Both the Nominated Supervisor and Approved Provider spoke with educators
in all rooms regarding this incident. The educator who was present in the
Toddler sleep room explained that she had the iPad resting on her legs,
noting children’s sleep times and completing observations.
 We believe that no personal phones were in the rooms at the time.
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
64. The provider submitted a series of documents of evidence ay first tier review
evidence in relation to Quality Area 2 which was subsequently submitted again
at second tier review.
Provider submissions at Second Tier Review
65. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘When the officer
walks outside the only educator in the top part of the yard is sitting head down
looking at an iPad. There are four children exploring the climbing equipment
with no educator within sight watching them. After four minutes the educator
looks up and then walks to the climbing equipment.’, the provider submitted
that:
 When this observation took place, there were four other educators outside,
ensuring more than adequate supervision in all outside areas. Because there
were five staff outside there was an opportunity for one of the educators to
take an observation on the iPad without risking the children’s safety. Our
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‘Register of Educators Working Directly with Children’ shows extra number of
staff throughout the building.
 There was extra staff rostered because we knew that the officer would want
to speak to staff members throughout the visit. We wanted the staff to be able
to freely talk to the officer without compromising supervision.
 Staff set up the climbing frames in the backyard using their professional
judgement and their knowledge of the abilities of the children they care for in
order to create a safe gross motor play space.
 Staff were given the ACECQA Information Sheet (included as Evidence) as
part of our critical reflection and discussion regarding active and engaged
supervision. This reflected extended their knowledge regarding supervision
and current best practice (EV – 2.17).
66. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘Educator is patting
two children on their beds, with a mobile phone on the ground with her legs
covering it. The map application is open and the screen is illuminated’, the
provider submitted that:
 No personal phones were in the rooms at the time. We asked the Authorised
Officer to see the evidence that she said she had collected of the incident
and she refused.
Panel considerations
67. The panel considered evidence from both the regulatory authority and
approved provider about an educator using an iPad and potentially a phone
while supervising children.
68. The panel considered that the evidence before the panel indicated that
children were within sight and hearing of the educator, which an assessor may
observe in determining practice that is consistent with element 2.2.1.
69. The panel, however, found it difficult to reach the same conclusion under
element 2.2.1 in relation the supervision of children sleeping as noted given
the panel’s considerations regarding the evidence presented for element 2.2.1
(see paragraphs 51–55).
70. The panel considered that the lack of observation of children sleeping as
noted in evidence submitted also presented ‘not meeting’ practice for element
2.2.1 which requires that children are supervised in all areas of the service,
including sleep routines.
Panel decision
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71. The panel by consensus decided to confirm the rating level for element 2.2.1
as not met.

Standard 7.1 – Element 7.1.2
72. Standard 7.1 (Governance) is that:
Governance supports the operation of a quality service.
73. Element 7.1.2 (Management systems) is that:
Systems are in place to manage risk and enable the effective management and
operation of a quality service.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating
Assessment and Rating Final Report
74. In relation to standard 7.1, the final report commented that:
 The service has a philosophy development by management that guides the
educators and practice. Some management systems have resulted in
identified breaches relating to policies and health records. Management have
structures and everyone knows their roles and responsibilities.
First Tier Review
75. In relation to element 7.1.2, the first tier review highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
 The officer noted in the final assessment and rating decision, evidence that
demonstrates the service is not ‘meeting’ element 7.1.2 for the following
reasons;


EV0891057 - When children enrol the nominated supervisor said she
"Ensures they provide their immunisation transcript." One out of five
randomly checked enrolment records had a copy of immunisation
status on file. Two out of four immunisation records were found, on the
email system. The other two could not be located at the service. This
is a breach of Regulation 162 (f).



EV890973 - Not all required policies and procedures in Regulation 168
are followed. Sleep and Rest and Enrolment policy procedures are not
followed. This is a breach of Regulation170 Policies and procedures to
be followed.



Analysis notes - Some management systems have resulted in
identified breaches relating to policies and health records.
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76. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
 EV-7.5 Checklist- provided by approved provider clearly states immunisation
status is collected at enrolment, yet not stored in child’s enrolment records on
day of visit.
 EV – 7.1 - The nominated supervisor was able to use MailChimp as a way of
contacting parents quickly. MailChimp and email is also a way for parents to
contact the service, provide feedback and email any updated records to the
service, keeping in line with our sustainability policy. The nominated
supervisor asked the parents to update their children’s immunisations
records. Because of the quick and efficient nature email provides, the
nominated supervisor was able to rectify and update the children’s records so
that no breach occurred.
77. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
 The panel considered claims by the approved provider that element 7.1.2
should be ‘Met’. The panel notes that feedback and additional documents
submitted by the approved provider did not demonstrate that efficient and
effective management systems support service operations.


The service Sleep and Rest policy and enrolment policy is not
effectively implemented as recorded by the officer.



The Sleep and Rest policy sources to sids and kids which is not the
current name for the organisation. Now identified as Rednose.



Immunisation Status was not stored in child’s enrolment record on the
day of the visit. A practice identified in the service Enrolment Checklist
as occurring.

Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
78. The provider made comments in response to individual pieces of evidence
relating to standard 7.1 as listed on the evidence summary.
79. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘When the children
enrol the nominated supervisor said she “Ensures they provide their
immunisation transcript”. One out of five randomly checked enrolment records
have a copy of immunisation status on file. Two out of four immunisation
records were found, on the email system. The other two could not be located
at the service.’, the provider submitted that:
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 The nominated supervisor recalls a conversation with the assessment and
rating officer in regards to the children’s immunisation forms. The parents of
the children were notified immediately, and the immunisation records were
emailed and put into the children’s records.
 Our service is meeting the requirements for this element through ongoing
liaison with parents and families on a regular basis. There are many informal
conversations that go on between the director and the parents accessing the
service. These conversations include, but are not limited to, collecting up to
date information for children’s files as well as any changes to CCSS relating
to missed immunisations.
 We believe that we are exceeding in this area as our enrolment process at
the service is embedded and every effort is made to ensure that our service
is compliant. While the officer’s evidence implies a breach in enrolment
systems we view this as a minor oversight, and was rectified as soon as it
was brought to our attention.
80. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘Nominated
supervisor said she does not keep a register of children’s immunisations. They
do not use the function on Qickids or another type of record. She said “I know
when a child has not updated their immunisation because their CCB (now
CCS) stops”’, the provider submitted:
 The management team feel that time management is an important part of
leading an Early childhood education and care setting. The way in which we
record and update children’s records, by checking their CCS enrolments
makes for a more timely and efficient running of the administrative systems.
81. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that:
 The nominated supervisor emailed all parents a generic email asking for up
to date immunisations statements after she could not locate the requested
documents. Email was sent through MailChimp and
 Some management systems have resulted in identified breaches relating to
policies and health records
The provider submitted that:
 The nominated supervisor was able use MailChimp as a way of contacting
parents quickly. MailChimp and email is also a way for parents to contact the
service, provide feedback and email any updated records to the service,
keeping in line with our sustainability policy. The nominated supervisor asked
the parents to update their children’s immunisations records. Because of the
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quick and efficient nature email provides, the nominated supervisor was able
to rectify and update the children’s records so that no breach occurred.
82. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that ‘Not all required
policies and procedures in regulation 168 are followed. Sleep and Rest and
Enrolment policy procedures are not followed. This is a breach of Regulation
170 policies and procedures to be followed.’, the provider submitted that:
 We believe that no breach has occurred in relation to Sleep and Rest and
Enrolment Policy.
 Sleep, Rest, Relaxation and Clothing policy states “regularly monitor all
children who are sleeping with specific attention to breathing patterns, and
monitor all babies every 10mins”.
 The assessor has noted that no educator had checked on the sleeping
children in the sleep room, when the educator was in the sleep room settling
a child on all occasions the officer notes.
 It also states we will “provide children who do not require sleep or rest with
quiet meaningful activities” and, for example, the preschool children
participate in a quiet meditation before playing quiet games inside.
 Please see Quality Area 2 as this is outlined and evidenced in greater detail.
 We believe that the Enrolment policy and procedures were not breached. The
children’s records were looked at by the officer, the nominated supervisor
sent families an email and asked for their children’s updated immunisation
records, these were found and put into the children’s files. The oversight was
amended immediately.
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
83. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘When the children
enrol the nominated supervisor said she “Ensures they provide their
immunisation transcript”. One out of five randomly checked enrolment records
have a copy of immunisation status on file. Two out of four immunisation
records were found, on the email system. The other two could not be located
at the service.’, the provider submitted that:
 The service collects immunisation history statements on enrolment and the
process for reviewing and updating immunisation records is regular
reminders in news letters.
 Immunisation records that were requested on the day of rating and
assessment were found within 24 hours, within the time frame of the
assessment being carried out in our service.
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84. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘some
management systems have resulted in identified breaches relating to policies
and health records’, the provider submitted that:
 On the day of assessment the Nominated supervisor felt immense pressure
from the authorised officer and was unable to produce the documents
required as quickly as the officer would have liked. This led the officer to
believe that we were in breach of the regulation. All documents were
produced and made available for the officer to sight.
85. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that ‘Not all required
policies and procedures in regulation 168 are followed. Sleep and Rest and
Enrolment policy procedures are not followed. This is a breach of Regulation
170 policies and procedures to be followed.’, the provider submitted that:
 We have addressed the Sleep and Rest and Enrolment policy and have
provided evidence throughout our feedback (
 Please see Quality Area 2 as this is outlined and evidenced in greater detail.
86. The provider submitted multiple pieces of evidence at first tier review in
relation to Quality Area 7 which was subsequently submitted again at second
tier review.
Panel considerations
87. Based on the evidence provided, the panel considered whether practice was
consistent with the policies and procedures of the service, in relation to both
the sleep procedure and immunisation policy.
88. Firstly the panel considered, for reasons previously described (see paragraphs
51–55), that the observed implementation of the sleep policy was not
consistent with element 7.1.2 which requires that service’s practices are
consistent with documented policies and procedures.
89. In relation to the immunisation policy, the panel found the evidence of practice
to be in clear contradiction of the policy which requires the service to have
copies of immunisation records on hand. The panel questioned the
effectiveness of a management system that requires a back up to enable
practice to retrospectively align with a policy.
90. The panel additionally noted how regulation 162(f) of the Education and Care
National Regulations requires that the immunisation status of the child must
be kept in the child’s enrolment record. The panel considered that the practice
of having to seek out the immunisation status via email only when requested
was not consistent with ‘keeping in a child’s enrolment record’. The panel
considered that the service should have already been keeping the
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immunisation status of children at the service in order to comply with
regulation 162(f).
Panel decision
91. The panel by consensus decided to confirm the rating level for element 7.1.2
as not met.

Standard 7.2 – Element 7.2.3
92. Standard 7.2 (Leadership) is that:
Effective leadership builds and promotes a positive organisational culture and
professional learning community.
93. Element 7.2.3 (Development of professionals) is that:
Educators, co-ordinators and staff members’ performance is regularly evaluated
and individual plans are in place to support learning and development.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
94. In relation to standard 7.2, the final report commented that:
 The educational leader can verbalise the achievements within the service.
Educators are provided with support to develop their programs. The service
has an improvement plan and updates their QIP yearly. Some educators
have recent formal appraisals while others have no knowledge of their
personal development and goals.
First Tier Review
95. In relation to element 7.2.3, the first tier review highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
 The officer noted in the final assessment and rating decision, evidence that
demonstrates the service is not ‘meeting element 7.2.3 for the following
reasons;


Analysis notes - Some educators have recent formal appraisals while
others have no knowledge of their personal development and goals.



EV890992 - "Staff appraisals has been done but not this year, it has
been a while", reports an educator.



EV890964 - Professional Development Training Plan, is a document
management has completed detailing the training they want educators
to undertake. It incorporates most staff members.
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96. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
 EV-7.3 We believe, as a service it is conducive to a more holistic
management approach to provide staff with an opportunity to engage in less
formal appraisals (including self-reflections documented on EarlyWorks) and
discussions regarding their goals and future learning.
 EV-7.3 Our service provides regular and ongoing paid professional
development. These professional development courses provide educators
with ongoing support to improve practice. The educational leader, coordinators, educators and staff members self-assess their performance and
set individual performance and learning goals.
97. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
 The panel considered claims by the approved provider that element 7.2.3
should be ‘Met’. The panel notes that feedback and additional documents
submitted by the approved provider did not demonstrate an effective
performance review process that provides opportunities for educators to
assess their own work performance against their job description and service
procedures. Panel acknowledges the varied methods used to accommodate
educators/staff abilities and reflection of professional development however
effective and efficient processes are not evident.
 The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
7.2.3 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
98. The provider made comments in responses to individual pieces of evidence
relating to standard 7.2 as listed on the evidence summary.
99. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that:
 The nominated supervisor emailed all parents a generic email asking for up
to date immunisations statements after she could not locate the requested
documents. Email was sent through MailChimp; and
 Some management systems have resulted in identified breaches relating to
policies and health records
The provider submitted (in relation to both element 7.1.2 and standard 7.2) that:
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 The nominated supervisor was able use MailChimp as a way of contacting
parents quickly. MailChimp and email is also a way for parents to contact the
service, provide feedback and email any updated records to the service,
keeping in line with our sustainability policy. The nominated supervisor asked
the parents to update their children’s immunisations records. Because of the
quick and efficient nature email provides, the nominated supervisor was able
to rectify and update the children’s records so that no breach occurred
100. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘Some
educators have recent formal appraisals while others have no knowledge of
their personal development and goals’, the provider submitted that:
 We believe our service exceeds the national standard in relation to
supporting staff learning and development. The management team provide
educators with several different ways to reflect and support them in their
personal development and goals. Several educators have had a formal
appraisal to discuss their current and future goals within the service.
However, this formal format can be confronting for some team members.
Upon reflection the management team decided a more informal approach
was needed for some educators. This informal way of reflecting, supporting
and encouraging educators to think of ways they can grow as professionals
with in the service has been beneficial. Educators can reflect on questions
posed by management on Early works without feeling overwhelmed by the
process.
101. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that, ‘Educator does not
have a professional evaluation or reflection in her folder. Assistant director
said to the nominated supervisor "Not all staff had them done last month.", the
provider submitted that:
 This is because we believe, as a service it is conclusive to a more holistic
management approach to provide staff with an opportunity to engage in less
formal appraisals (including self reflections documented on EarlyWorks) and
discussions regarding their goals and future learning.
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
102. In response to the evidence by the authorised officer that ‘The nominated
supervisor emailed all parents a generic email asking for up to date
immunisations statements after she could not locate the requested
documents. Email was sent through MailChimp’, the provider submitted that:
 The process for reviewing an updated records consists of regular reminders
in newsletters (See evidence). As well as an enrolment pack given to parents
on commencement which contains all relevant documents..
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103. In response to the evidence collected by the authorised officer that ‘Some
educators have recent formal appraisals while others have no knowledge of
their personal development and goals’, the provider submitted that:
 Our service provides regular and ongoing paid professional development.
These professional development courses provide educators with ongoing
support to improve practice. The educational leader, co-ordinators, educators
and staff members self-assess their performance and set individual
performance and learning goals.
 This is done in a variety of ways, as explained to the officer on the day of
assessment
104. The provider submitted documents of evidence at first tier review in relation to
Quality Area 7 which was subsequently submitted again at second tier review.
Panel considerations
105. The panel noted evidence collected by the authorised officer that showed
conflicting recollections between educators about the existence of individual
performance plans.
106. The panel additionally noted evidence about a lack of regular evaluation to
show that performance reviews for all educators and educational leaders are
conducted regularly as element 7.2.3 requires.
107. The panel noted that there seemed to be a professional development plan in
existence, but evidence indicated that there was limited engagement with
professional development that was sufficient enough to show how the
educators and staff members are able to set individual performance and
learning goals and also enable strengths and areas for development to be
identified and addressed.
Panel decision
108. The panel by consensus decided to confirm the rating level for element 7.2.3
as not met.

Provider additional submissions
Non-compliance history
109. After accessing the non-compliance history report ACECQA shared with the
provider after receiving it from the regulatory authority, the provider made
submissions in relation to each matter listed on the report:
110. In response to the following RA finding:
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 EV886970 refers to an Epi Pen. The Authorised Officer believes that the pen
was out of date as does the review panel. However, this is incorrect. The
EpiPen remains in date until the END of the month of the expiry date. The
pen in question was dated
and our visit was in
.
 EV891046 refers to the Kitchen Checklist. In insolation this appears to be a
breech however there is evidence to show that the checklist is always
checked as part of routine food safety requirements. This occurred on day
two of our A & R visit. The person responsible for checking the list was
managing the AO’s requests and questions and was under extreme pressure
and forgot to check the list. It seems to be a harsh application of the
regulations.
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